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TRANSPARENT SPACE DESIGNATION LABEL

	 Because of many requests often made by our users, this more simple�
variant of designation the spaces we have been included into our production�
program.�

	 The label is made of transparent clirit with the number of the space�
engraved, and intended for insertion of the name of the service and the�
name of the official on paper.�

	 The user himself may type the necessary text and merely to put it�
under the label by loosening slightly the attachment screw. If the user has�
a laser printer available and he has printed the inscription on colored paper�
he would get a better visual impression.

�
dimension> The standard label dimension is 80 x 110 mm.

color> Transparent clirit with the number painted in black.

material> Transparent clirit of 3 mm thickness.

production technique> Precisely cut out, the lowered phased border, en-�
graved number and the holes processed by the milling machine for attach-�
ment by the programmed CNC machine.

installation> By the plain head screw delivered together with the label.

*If the user has got no laser printer we are able to do this service, too.
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